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Developing A Design Thinking Mind-set to Stimulate Sustainable Development in 

Chinese SMEs 

 

Introduction 

Challenges enveloping society, culture, economy, and environment, the four central 

pillars of sustainable development, are becoming increasingly complex and forcing entities to 

innovate and adopt new ways of thinking (Martens & Carvalho, 2017). The top-down approach 

of government policy in mainland China is well critiqued, particularly with regards to 

supporting large scale initiatives that tackle national priorities such as energy (Liu et al, 2018; 

Wu, Zheng, Khanna & Feng, 2020; Zhao, Li, Zhang, Yang & Liu, 2016;), pollution (Gao et al, 

2016; Jin, Andresson & Zhang, 2017; Liu, Adams, Core, Geng & Li, 2018), quality standards 

(Li, 2018), living standards (Yang, Pan & Yao, 2016;) etc. However, noting that China has over 

43 million SMEs equating to 90% of enterprises in the country and contributing towards 60% 

of the nation’s GDP (Min, Sawang & Kivits, 2021; Textor, 2021), scholars have questioned the 

degree to which this major component of China’s business landscape is adopting sustainable 

development principles (Jieqiong & Bell, 2007; Jia, Tang & Kan, 2020).  

Benefits for organisations engaging in sustainability related initiatives are well 

documented. It may be equally noted that the positive relationship between corporate social 

performance and brand image has resulted in questionable motives behind some organisations 

engagement with sustainable development. Within the China context particularly, there has 

been a noted adoption of philanthropy as a mechanism for promoting the image that a given 

company is socially and/or environmentally responsible (Kao, Yeh, Wang & Feng, 2018). 

Besides critiquing the sincerity behind such motives, there lies the bigger challenge of Chinese 

SMEs often being marginalised within government policies that have historically focused on 

large state-owned firms (Jia, Tang & Kan, 2020), Chinese SMEs are competing within an 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786316300163
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0301421518300181
https://escholarship.org/content/qt1kv23953/qt1kv23953.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0301421516302415
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921344916301495
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040162517307254
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/18/5/2395
https://www.statista.com/statistics/783899/china-number-of-small-to-medium-size-enterprises/
https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S1464333207002718
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/6/2562
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0927538X18302294
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/6/2562
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increasingly mature market that emphasises rapid business growth over responsible leadership 

(Kim, Wu, Schuler & Hoskisson, 2019; Min et al, 2021), and challenges for Chinese SMEs are 

further compounded by the combination of a lack of funds and practical know-how, killing off 

many sustainability initiatives before they have the chance to even begin. These latter 

challenges are not unique to China as SMEs globally experience barriers in unlocking capital 

(Jieqiong & Bell, 2007; Min et al, 2021), are frequently unfamiliar with the uses and benefits 

of technologies that support sustainability (Zelenika and Pearce, 2011), exhibit organisational 

inertness (Kiesnere & Baumgartner, 2019), as well as experience ongoing practical constraints, 

such as limited motivation, network, resources and time (Das, Rangarajan & Dutta, 2020). 

Following the global outbreak of Covid-19 in early 2020, Chinese netizens and 

organisations alike have evidenced a growing awareness towards the need for more proactive 

engagement in sustainability-orientated initiatives (Kim & Ji, 2021; Stern & Xie, 2020). 

Supported by the wider narrative of cultivating socialist values (President Xi, 2014; Deng & 

Jeffreys, 2021; Hu, Yan, Tang & Liu, 2021) that have subsequently been integrated into the 14th 

Five Year Plan; President Xi’s September 2021 announcement of a Beijing based Stock Index 

for SMEs has led to press speculation towards an increase in investment and innovation within 

the China SME space (China Global Television Network, 2021). Given that China’s 14th Five 

Year Plan also places significant emphasis on governance, sustainability and inclusive growth 

(Stern & Xie, 2020), the ability of an SME to demonstrate these characteristics and support 

their local culture, society and/or environment is increasingly necessary for modern China 

sustainability. Within this context, exploring approaches to support Chinese SMEs in better 

engaging with sustainable development is of timely relevance. This paper therefore explores 

how SMEs may adopt a design thinking mind-set when seeking to proactively kickstart 

sustainability-orientated initiatives.  

 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/s41267-019-00279-9
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/18/5/2395
https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S1464333207002718
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/18/5/2395
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/11/3/572
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/JABS-10-2017-0176/full/html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0363811121000655
https://www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/GRI_Chinas-14th-Five-Year-Plan-in-the-context-of-COVID-19-1.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03085147.2021.1932087
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03085147.2021.1932087
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-981-15-9833-3
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2021-09-02/China-to-establish-new-stock-exchange-in-Beijing-13ewdTDj0Eo/index.html
https://www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/GRI_Chinas-14th-Five-Year-Plan-in-the-context-of-COVID-19-1.pdf
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Understanding Design Thinking as a Mind-Set  

Design thinking evolved during the late 1970’s to offer a human and environment 

centred approach to problem solving (Razzouk & Shute, 2012). Grounded in the idea of starting 

with human needs within a given environmental context, design thinking proceeds by 

emphasising entrepreneurial creativity and value creation, offering a contrasting framework to 

more traditional and analytical based management approaches to decision making (Brenner, 

Uebernickel & Abrell, 2016). Discourse around design thinking has taken divergent paths, with 

one rooted in more technology orientated design specialisms and the other in managerial 

functions (Hassi & Laakso, 2011). Focusing on the application within the wider context of 

management, there is growing discussion around design thinking being a mind-set that may be 

adopted by management professionals (Wrigley and Straker, 2017). This mind-set may be 

characterised by two central pillars (i) acceptance towards ambiguity, and (ii) overarching focus 

on human need. 

When defining the concept of ‘wicked problems’ in 1972, Rittel recognised 10 criteria 

that bore the underlying challenge scenarios as virtually impossible to solve. Whereas the 

indeterminate nature of wicked problems creates a potentially universal scope, raising 

significant challenge to conventional forms of problem solving that seek definitive solutions 

(Buchanan, 1992), design thinking embraces ambiguity. Luka states that “ambiguity means that 

for one phenomenon more than one possible meaning or explanation exists” (2014, p.65). The 

search for a solution is not necessarily about right or wrong but becomes more about better or 

best alternative within recognition towards given limitations and constraints. This is further 

differentiated by design thinking’s emphasis not merely on the present ‘what is’, but also the 

future ‘what if’, which invites ongoing rounds of iteration and ongoing improvement (Luka, 

2014). The acceptance of ambiguity within real-world scenarios and problems is thus part of 

the design thinking mid-set.   

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Valerie-Shute/publication/258183173_What_Is_Design_Thinking_and_Why_Is_It_Important/links/02e7e529f6358eb1e7000000/What-Is-Design-Thinking-and-Why-Is-It-Important.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Falk-Uebernickel/publication/312487801_Design_Thinking_as_Mindset_Process_and_Toolbox/links/5b37e5da4585150d23e9863b/Design-Thinking-as-Mindset-Process-and-Toolbox.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Falk-Uebernickel/publication/312487801_Design_Thinking_as_Mindset_Process_and_Toolbox/links/5b37e5da4585150d23e9863b/Design-Thinking-as-Mindset-Process-and-Toolbox.pdf
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/DESIGN-THINKING-IN-THE-MANAGEMENT-DISCOURSE-%3A-THE-Hassi-Laakso/1e791af0c5d9f5d357e55f6cdaf72dd4d53512c6#paper-header
https://web.mit.edu/jrankin/www/engin_as_lib_art/Design_thinking.pdf
doi:%2010.15503/jecs20142.63.74
doi:%2010.15503/jecs20142.63.74
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The other core pillar of design thinking as a mind-set is the focus on human needs and 

the idea that the needs of this audience may be experienced (Brenner, Uebernickel & Abrell, 

2016). The very first stage in design thinking is championed by the word ‘Empathy’, which 

intrinsically heralds inclusivity and diversity (Panke & Harth, 2018). By acknowledging 

diverse perspectives from interdisciplinary teams that include both traditionally prioritised and 

marginalised stakeholders, opportunities for generating fresh insights and new ideas are 

enhanced (Melles, Howard & Thompson-Whiteside, 2012). Design thinking encourages the 

confrontation of preconceived ideas and supports organisations to facilitate a comparatively 

open-minded approach to explore underlying pain points that may not be commonly realised 

or addressed (Panke & Harth, 2018). Importantly, design thinking aids decision makers to not 

only reduce cognitive bias, but via the combination of empathy for the feelings and experiences 

of others with creativity and rationality, specific problem contexts may be analysed and 

appropriate solutions generated (Wrigley & Straker, 2017). Via integration of reflection, 

thinking and acting into the pillar of experience, design thinking thus completes all core phases 

of an effective learning cycle (Beckman & Barry, 2007). From first stage to last, focusing on 

human needs permeates the design thinking process and mind-set. 

Several models for facilitating the design thinking process have been developed. 

Ultimately however, each model seeks to balance the three core factors of (i) the desire to offer 

a measurable improvement towards a human need, (ii) the available resources to approach this 

need, and (iii) understanding towards the constraints and opportunities present within the 

initiative scope (Tschimmel, 2012). Design thinking seeks to approach these via its embrace 

towards verbal and visual expression, typically via forms of sketching and prototyping tools. 

Tschimmel (2012) proposes that this edging away from emphasising diagrams and tabled data 

invites an increased level of abductive and inventive reasoning when compared to more 

analytical, deductive, and inductive traits of traditional problem-solving tools. As Dorst (2011) 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Falk-Uebernickel/publication/312487801_Design_Thinking_as_Mindset_Process_and_Toolbox/links/5b37e5da4585150d23e9863b/Design-Thinking-as-Mindset-Process-and-Toolbox.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/241064588_Innovation_as_a_Learning_Process_Embedding_Design_Thinking
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/27180660/Ispim2012FinalVersion.low-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1631613329&Signature=gWvPMI~~FLOhdX1KnbpbSEm0h-44CY49APrYt~azwa2jHLDjYi303LvXHvFItj2p1RQ3PdAPZGXYOjLW481ZRR57UaS499YzAzTgtCDm5bqbIJV7x7JITIbBN0KHljbA5fv9vjAiadPKaXUc5Xo45YXjIArZL6vBAe9Ur3A625fw4XmXCAaRyrSAgGzEM9ocVRnvH-Fcry2N7ga22UtR4NGTQfOQWtE1PIQKOJ-C22vAxvkF2-ouNdGnhdjYJm26I7T~VsYR~H-tcaazTGnO2YosE9F3Owam-aqT7goNO-trp~BmEO~lswa1udGPPSFLZxvTEi39I8m2CPANeugQgA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/27180660/Ispim2012FinalVersion.low-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1631613329&Signature=gWvPMI~~FLOhdX1KnbpbSEm0h-44CY49APrYt~azwa2jHLDjYi303LvXHvFItj2p1RQ3PdAPZGXYOjLW481ZRR57UaS499YzAzTgtCDm5bqbIJV7x7JITIbBN0KHljbA5fv9vjAiadPKaXUc5Xo45YXjIArZL6vBAe9Ur3A625fw4XmXCAaRyrSAgGzEM9ocVRnvH-Fcry2N7ga22UtR4NGTQfOQWtE1PIQKOJ-C22vAxvkF2-ouNdGnhdjYJm26I7T~VsYR~H-tcaazTGnO2YosE9F3Owam-aqT7goNO-trp~BmEO~lswa1udGPPSFLZxvTEi39I8m2CPANeugQgA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/61616792/Dorst-2011_core_of_design_thinking20191227-14293-9svoo3-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1632240532&Signature=G7Y2hMXz1mtjjwJ9afUQTePDTzHaLFIlVBDzfrqobiL6iLEYIBcfMT1ytfK7JtTevMFdn6Bzd0Yv4dVA~pmO-uwEHDR8vMdPIrXR-bo1FjoWlb~MBRXC4mmeGXuTzf~9w63Bgw-5eF~Nd73Z3EPw493wNt6DNtkiH1Bt2QUS-F02iUM6zoUomdIkh8p8eUh4oIZ4-9MKaHE-hhJulIFz1J660E9ptQLDl0QAN3W~YT9mRLflsaldpQSQrH243bq6OguswednUGV96qbYptsNJAuR~BlIM-UTbFFWOVpnTgmn6-9ma~gX53IZ32QYY0pt3VmKv-9GLuysx1TPprdiSA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
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comments, abductive reasoning not only needs to consider the working principle with regards 

to ‘how’ something is done, but also needs to reflect and ascertain the ‘what’ one is attempting 

to achieve in the first place. Relating to China-based SMEs that may never have purposefully 

undertaken a sustainability initiative before and may be unsure of where to begin or what to do, 

a design thinking mind-set assists with constructively initiating the engagement process. 

Combined with an increased acceptance towards failure as being part of this process, design 

thinking seeks to nurture an environment wherein ideas may evolve and grow upon each other 

(Thoring and Müller, 2011), ideally maturing in impact as an SME matures in its evolving 

embedment of sustainable development within its own organisational culture (Maon, Lingreen 

& Swaen, 2010). 

 

Application of Design Thinking to Kickstart Sustainability Initiatives 

The underlying assumptions behind proposing a design thinking mind-set for SMEs 

are that (a) sustainability-orientated initiatives are action based, meaning that measures for 

evaluating impact assessment should be matured over time, (b) Chinese SMEs are to play an 

increasingly significant role in China’s engagement with sustainable development, (c) Chinese 

SMEs face a range of challenges that limit proactive engagement in sustainable initiatives, and 

(d) proposing a practical approach that alleviates these challenges may support more Chinese 

SMEs to actively kickstart sustainability-orientated initiatives.  

In the following sections, drawing on insights from pedagogical literature and 

deliberation theory, the five-stage cyclical process of design theory is introduced through which 

a mind-set for kickstarting sustainability initiatives in Chinese SMEs may be inspired. The 

cycle begins by empathising with stakeholders, followed by defining specific challenges, 

ideating, prototyping, and testing, at any stage of which the cycle may be interrupted by the 

need for further iteration (Fig.1). Furthermore, factors presenting challenges for Chinese SMEs 
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in participating in the design thinking stages are raised. 

Figure 1: Design Thinking as an Iterative Process  

 

 

Stage 1 – Empathising 

Empathy comes from the Greek word ‘empatheia’. Despite the ancient roots, the 

English word is itself rather new and was only coined by an American psychologist in the 1930s 

(Wispé, 1990). There remains discussion concerning a concordant definition of empathy 

(Elliott, Bohart, Watson & & Greenberg, 2011). However, for the purposes of this paper, we 

will recognise ‘pathos’ as the root of the word, meaning ‘feeling’, and the prefix ‘em’ which is 

commonly translated as ‘to go into’. We therefore interpret that the general aim of ‘Empathising’ 

within design thinking is therefore ‘to get into feeling’ with another person or group. It is an 

emotional and cognitive activity that seeks to affectively comprehend the viewpoints and 

experiences of another person or group via concrete interactions and generate a reactive 

outcome (Köppen & Meinel, 2015; Gasparini, 2015; Davis, 2006 ). With regards to mind-set, 

this logically prompts two questions: A) empathise with whom? And B) how should SMEs 

empathise? 

  

https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=PVQ4AAAAIAAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP10&dq=empathy&ots=Kn-L6ylowq&sig=1dMGO1WPBwIoi9E8NEAJdt0DFFQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://strathprints.strath.ac.uk/36468/1/Elliott_Bohart_Watson_Greenberg_2011_In_Norcross_Empathy_Outcome_post_print.pdf
https://scholar.archive.org/work/zcaowggra5byvnujecqcvlk6l4/access/wayback/http:/www.springer.com/cda/content/document/cda_downloaddocument/9783319068220-c1.pdf?SGWID=0-0-45-1467108-p176731388
https://www.academia.edu/download/36907810/gasparini-final-3.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-0-387-30715-2.pdf
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Stakeholder Mapping as A Tool to Address the Question of ‘Whom’  

Stakeholder mapping provides a starting point for addressing this question as it 

supports the process of visually highlighting the internal and external stakeholders of an SME 

that may be directly or indirectly affected by the company at a given point of time – current or 

future (Brenner, Uebernickel and Abrell, 2016). Whereas traditional approaches to stakeholder 

dialogue tend to prioritise stakeholders based upon their ability to influence power-

relationships around a set of economic interests (Parmer, Freeman & Harrison, 2010), design 

thinking seeks to embed the thoughts and opinions of lesser emphasised stakeholders into the 

heart of information gathering (Geissdoerfer, Bocken & Hultink, 2016). This distinction is of 

particular importance within a macro environment that emphasises business growth over 

responsible leadership. Storm (2021) proposes that SMEs may adopt a 3-stage stakeholder 

mapping exercise that adheres to the interactive and visual expectations of design thinking, 

whilst seeking to combat the limitations of power-relationship inherent within traditional forms 

of stakeholder mapping. In accordance with design thinking principles, an example via a 

fictional component manufacturer is provided below, culminating in the illustrated Figure 2. 

Stakeholder mapping – step 1: This step involves mapping out on a blank canvas 

the diverse range of stakeholders that the given SME considers itself to interact with. SMEs 

undertaking this activity should be encouraged to consider stakeholders from a cradle to grave 

perspective.  

Stakeholder mapping – step 2: SMEs should then consider stakeholder groups not 

represented in Step 1 and add them to the canvas in a separate colour. The addition of colour 

stimulates emotion and memorability, and facilitates distinction between the categories of 

immediately aware and not immediately aware (Baker, 2004). At this stage, participants 

employing the model may experience a limitation in their thinking processes, influenced by the 

operational setting and environment of their work routines. To broaden thought processes, the 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Falk-Uebernickel/publication/312487801_Design_Thinking_as_Mindset_Process_and_Toolbox/links/5b37e5da4585150d23e9863b/Design-Thinking-as-Mindset-Process-and-Toolbox.pdf
https://scholarship.richmond.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1098&context=management-faculty-publications
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271750/1-s2.0-S0959652616X00248/1-s2.0-S0959652616309088/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEKv%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQDuchMFG7Acdjofwsijx2H5T6Pi7sblFUMCzGfcwGkjlgIgeA8QjOmgfJ%2F44hN4fTU84LjRDgrHhVUU968hkr6daJUq%2BgMIExAEGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDHEB3WLTT%2B%2FBqUHbEirXA3p5g4mWa7JEL1A5BtUF6VMwhYRCjh19YmlZcZ5UwDVDK%2BLgeA6eRgWFojfsIYxtI4L2aSmGiBYwnNvotxzlInDTGz34owb3676M0rtlR8e5s7BS9Nn57qwddkHzFdVOwpJjfD9%2BfcR6oTs8eDVsH7QXPPU4bR5odqAi79SzjTTAm4JYvvclSmJXXp7CqJYfRaN8XWN2MBugicxcnmNjhCsB2dNGN5GGhvjj6gWwIn%2BUNJihxpjtoOmdv0K%2FwyH%2B%2FdbtldUzAb2jJxPCKxj4FdtSLXsBphUAzdqaXVk%2B0Yh%2Ftg64B0%2BkSxoSeSzxRDu3NpbVTtyxiXoVwTnzIGNxLi9uGUIS0aYl6swMHFe%2FECWCpjrO0MNxdquRtd9bq2D%2F0rmdnFLFxTTBpTb7%2BLMVuxN9RMpqRqhlvASihzn3NwIl7WBOizNWxIPQavsHs0ozTM%2BIv%2BPmTvphOpREj86sZ0%2B3pBxIkJEsKLSiCCqAxBCdN9I2SdTzQHgHSTy%2BDiAreGYo2beycigin54nKukTRqGQmDY7iKiFtd0au77T7nUVfsGlM9rOJ85tfvlHnEldXwk5dm6WcnJzuE3PGM5EfS9owzrA7gyXrGmGlYlDQqs3aFo5i0xKEDDEgayKBjqlAaTtVJcwfP4haPGy1fI2j79wgUjeY2K5g%2BXQy3%2FAK1uPJHBe5dLQt9WXUMQE1tjoH4PhM3UVNw%2BvMoE6zTuP%2BDCouEOKBFSnbSuk9Y0E5Yc9u2rhYAcx%2FKmaB5UcE%2BsfQ2VZfjo30kwFU1ujzravsF11tF%2F%2BDtsdoEp%2FwN%2BD%2BeAyqXpyO15kSTavmdtKeI28vB1ofK80zMUG4fCA%2BkGykKHu3bhWxA%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20210922T113126Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYTLMNIGGE%2F20210922%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=f4d96dff4f5a54939d2520b5724ee008207e928d97f65a9f6a64940cb4071918&hash=70956c4b5fc37b87e80847f5d7655eebd7178d100ca6019e538bcc0504ca8a4a&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0959652616309088&tid=spdf-4f713da7-17ce-432b-8585-76742d505d65&sid=4100e2131622f24ffb0b3f97fce106d99f26gxrqb&type=client
https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=vBJqD22G2lkC&oi=fnd&pg=PA188&dq=use+of+colour+in+design+thinking&ots=NqAlLNlkY3&sig=5I-j7FjnQCy7q-j2btbkfLAeVPc&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=use%20of%20colour%20in%20design%20thinking&f=false
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17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) may be reflected upon within the 

context of the given SME. Absence of representation in the stakeholder map of a given SDG 

that the SME directly or indirectly engages with may provide a direction for identifying a lesser 

emphasised stakeholder. Equally, some SMEs may exhibit a degree of reluctance at including 

certain stakeholders in their stakeholder map. This may partly be in recognition towards SMEs 

often feeling excluded from the governance mechanisms of the industry within which they 

operate, but which are rather controlled by larger entities and/or specialised non-governmental 

actors and interest groups (Soundaararajan, Sahasranamam, Khan & Jain, 2021). Herein lies 

the benefit of the alternative HCD model of design thinking via its explicit statement of 

highlighting ‘Hearing’ (Tschimmel, 2012). Whereas listening is central to all design thinking 

models, the HCD models explicit statement of ‘Hearing’, irrefutably highlights the need for 

putting ones’ own viewpoints to the background whilst bringing the factors raised by others to 

the foreground (Innes & Booher, 2010). Step 2 has thus focused on enhancing the SMEs 

perception of its relevant stakeholder groups, highlighting opportunities for increased levels of 

listening. 

Stakeholder mapping – step 3: The final stage of stakeholder mapping involves 

indicating the perceived frequency and directionality of dialogue. This may be visualised via 

the insertion of arrows between the SME and each of the stakeholders represented on the canvas. 

The use of two colours may provide a quick key wherein one colour indicates stakeholders 

communicated with on a regular basis (e.g. black), with the second colour indicating 

stakeholders that may benefit from an increased level of dialogue (e.g. red).  

  

https://abdn.pure.elsevier.com/en/publications/multinational-enterprises-and-the-governance-of-sustainability-pr
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/27180660/Ispim2012FinalVersion.low-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1631613329&Signature=gWvPMI~~FLOhdX1KnbpbSEm0h-44CY49APrYt~azwa2jHLDjYi303LvXHvFItj2p1RQ3PdAPZGXYOjLW481ZRR57UaS499YzAzTgtCDm5bqbIJV7x7JITIbBN0KHljbA5fv9vjAiadPKaXUc5Xo45YXjIArZL6vBAe9Ur3A625fw4XmXCAaRyrSAgGzEM9ocVRnvH-Fcry2N7ga22UtR4NGTQfOQWtE1PIQKOJ-C22vAxvkF2-ouNdGnhdjYJm26I7T~VsYR~H-tcaazTGnO2YosE9F3Owam-aqT7goNO-trp~BmEO~lswa1udGPPSFLZxvTEi39I8m2CPANeugQgA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
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Figure 2: Example of Stakeholder Mapping 

 

Upon completion of the stakeholder map, SMEs should have gained an indication of 

stakeholder groups that they may consider engaging with more, contributing more towards, 

and/or gaining an improved understanding of (Storm, 2021). As constructive dialogue should 

be two-ways, the SME may notice instances where it receives ample communication from a 

given stakeholder, but not sufficiently reciprocate, or vice-versa. This may have been visualised 

via the red arrows. Similarly, the absence of a stakeholder group as at Step 1 may have indicated 

a stakeholder receiving less immediate attention from the SME. The stakeholder mapping 

activity will likely not have been an exhaustive process. However, design thinking recognises 

a comparatively innate comfort with ambiguity that prevents this from being a barrier from 

continuing to the next step in the process (Tschimmel, 2012).  

Stakeholder mapping is not an uncommon tool in strategic management decision 

making processes. However, there is a tendency for stakeholder mapping tools to orientate 

around factors such as power/influence, level of stakeholder interest, proximity of the 

stakeholder, relevance towards key goals, agreeability to share information, etc. These areas of 

https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/27180660/Ispim2012FinalVersion.low-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1631613329&Signature=gWvPMI~~FLOhdX1KnbpbSEm0h-44CY49APrYt~azwa2jHLDjYi303LvXHvFItj2p1RQ3PdAPZGXYOjLW481ZRR57UaS499YzAzTgtCDm5bqbIJV7x7JITIbBN0KHljbA5fv9vjAiadPKaXUc5Xo45YXjIArZL6vBAe9Ur3A625fw4XmXCAaRyrSAgGzEM9ocVRnvH-Fcry2N7ga22UtR4NGTQfOQWtE1PIQKOJ-C22vAxvkF2-ouNdGnhdjYJm26I7T~VsYR~H-tcaazTGnO2YosE9F3Owam-aqT7goNO-trp~BmEO~lswa1udGPPSFLZxvTEi39I8m2CPANeugQgA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
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emphasis inadvertently result in the marginalisation of stakeholders outside of the narratives of 

business growth and economic prosperity (Parmer, Freeman & Harrison, 2010). Thus, a model 

that supports the highlighting of less emphasised groups according to the other pillars of 

sustainable development, culture, society and environment gains relevance. The action of 

recognising less emphasised stakeholders represents an important pre-cursor to achieving a 

design thinking mind-set as it seeks to bring alternative viewpoints, perspectives and areas of 

need into the horizon of decision makers (Geissdoerfer, Bocken & Hultink, 2016), thus 

assisting to address the question regarding ‘whom’ to empathise with. 

 

A Stakeholder Profiling Canvas to Address the Question of ‘How’ 

Profiling facilitates the ability to understand the operating context, environment and 

needs of a given party (Wolfe & Putler, 2002). Utilised across a wide range of professional 

disciplines, stakeholder profiling has been critiqued for its frequent neglect by managers, 

encouraging stereotypes, misrepresenting others’ perspectives, failing to achieve a guaranteed 

level of accuracy, and oversimplifying complex inter-relationships (Wartick & Mahon, 2009; 

Wolfe & Putler, 2002; Nauman & Piracha, 2016). Each of the stages of design thinking must 

therefore be recognised as an iterative process, wherein information gained at any later stage 

may require the revisiting and/or resetting of conclusions that may previously have been 

assumed as finalised.  

Having taken steps to identify a stakeholder group with whom the SME may engage 

with more, contribute more towards, and/or gain an improved understanding of, the 

participating SME should aim to build a profile of the stakeholder to gain an increased 

understanding of that stakeholder’s broader operating context and environment. Osterwalder, 

Pigneur, Bernarda and Smith (2014) produced a customer profiling canvas that has aided 

businesses in improving their understanding of a given customer group. Terms employed in the 

https://scholarship.richmond.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1098&context=management-faculty-publications
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271750/1-s2.0-S0959652616X00248/1-s2.0-S0959652616309088/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEKv%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQDuchMFG7Acdjofwsijx2H5T6Pi7sblFUMCzGfcwGkjlgIgeA8QjOmgfJ%2F44hN4fTU84LjRDgrHhVUU968hkr6daJUq%2BgMIExAEGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDHEB3WLTT%2B%2FBqUHbEirXA3p5g4mWa7JEL1A5BtUF6VMwhYRCjh19YmlZcZ5UwDVDK%2BLgeA6eRgWFojfsIYxtI4L2aSmGiBYwnNvotxzlInDTGz34owb3676M0rtlR8e5s7BS9Nn57qwddkHzFdVOwpJjfD9%2BfcR6oTs8eDVsH7QXPPU4bR5odqAi79SzjTTAm4JYvvclSmJXXp7CqJYfRaN8XWN2MBugicxcnmNjhCsB2dNGN5GGhvjj6gWwIn%2BUNJihxpjtoOmdv0K%2FwyH%2B%2FdbtldUzAb2jJxPCKxj4FdtSLXsBphUAzdqaXVk%2B0Yh%2Ftg64B0%2BkSxoSeSzxRDu3NpbVTtyxiXoVwTnzIGNxLi9uGUIS0aYl6swMHFe%2FECWCpjrO0MNxdquRtd9bq2D%2F0rmdnFLFxTTBpTb7%2BLMVuxN9RMpqRqhlvASihzn3NwIl7WBOizNWxIPQavsHs0ozTM%2BIv%2BPmTvphOpREj86sZ0%2B3pBxIkJEsKLSiCCqAxBCdN9I2SdTzQHgHSTy%2BDiAreGYo2beycigin54nKukTRqGQmDY7iKiFtd0au77T7nUVfsGlM9rOJ85tfvlHnEldXwk5dm6WcnJzuE3PGM5EfS9owzrA7gyXrGmGlYlDQqs3aFo5i0xKEDDEgayKBjqlAaTtVJcwfP4haPGy1fI2j79wgUjeY2K5g%2BXQy3%2FAK1uPJHBe5dLQt9WXUMQE1tjoH4PhM3UVNw%2BvMoE6zTuP%2BDCouEOKBFSnbSuk9Y0E5Yc9u2rhYAcx%2FKmaB5UcE%2BsfQ2VZfjo30kwFU1ujzravsF11tF%2F%2BDtsdoEp%2FwN%2BD%2BeAyqXpyO15kSTavmdtKeI28vB1ofK80zMUG4fCA%2BkGykKHu3bhWxA%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20210922T113126Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYTLMNIGGE%2F20210922%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=f4d96dff4f5a54939d2520b5724ee008207e928d97f65a9f6a64940cb4071918&hash=70956c4b5fc37b87e80847f5d7655eebd7178d100ca6019e538bcc0504ca8a4a&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0959652616309088&tid=spdf-4f713da7-17ce-432b-8585-76742d505d65&sid=4100e2131622f24ffb0b3f97fce106d99f26gxrqb&type=client
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.198.4085&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://www.pdcnet.org/iabsproc/content/iabsproc_2009_0326_0336
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.198.4085&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/56156686/001-xii_2_dec2016-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1632323958&Signature=dOhTZWh-t~WG4oC1OZevJdfgcLGuF9LnC2lelRN-Qe9PPMn6JHoFhmY5iDcpsIsENXa6WvirplL2qMM4NB5FCmgGnDZW--NKC7Pe2Ve85Z6PfE-8qaaJShKG7VRVc4c2uBORuYfhP9QwsT6w8aKE4rLqSH0iedo9kIC5YfgTiZoTBGbuEsX3pIzi3mZ7zabjxG8hvNUBg3TKDRUIYXYKJWN03MeeFk5-6I8thBdEV100AIuFugSpGO3jJwJkET~fdg6u7Gk-S4XNF5b~pVP6KckyrJizeHlleCrtonCJ5IZ-lNa~d10NqyP11nkPOqcTvfvy6iBSBAyv~DCb5C96iw__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
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canvas may be applied to other stakeholders to transform the canvas into a stakeholder profiling 

tool (Storm, 2021). These 3 core considerations are to: (i) Clarify the primary objectives of the 

stakeholder via exploring the activities and tasks that the specific stakeholder group is aiming 

to achieve practically, socially and emotionally. (ii) Clarify the core pain points of the 

stakeholder, via exploring factors that block and/or prevent the stakeholder from achieving 

their desired objectives. And (iii) Clarify gains, corresponding to measures that the stakeholder 

may employ to evaluate whether an objective has been accomplished.   

Beyond identifying the objective needs and positions of a stakeholder group, the SME 

may consider simulating a video journal from the perspective of the stakeholder that expounds 

on the feeling when one of the identified pains is encountered, contrasting with the feeling 

experienced when one of the gains has been achieved. The process of connecting thought, 

action and feeling facilitates a deeper level of connection with a desired group (Brenner, 

Uebernickel & Abrell, 2016), which in turn may stimulate enthusiasm within the SME 

participants to develop initiatives that support the identified stakeholder.  

Via Stakeholder Mapping and Stakeholder Profiling, the aim for participating SMEs 

is to have begun deliberating over the two questions previously raised: A) empathise with whom? 

And B) how should SMEs empathise? Whilst inclusion of the stakeholder throughout the 

process is favoured, the level of direct engagement between an SME and a stakeholder during 

the profiling phase will likely be influenced by available resources. Preferably, the SME would 

be able to receive first hand input into the profile, or at least be in a position to clarify that 

interpretations and understanding are accurate (Tschimmel, 2012). Perspectives from first-hand 

accounts should ideally be reinforced via observational data collection and relevant secondary 

research. Undertaking these processes does not guarantee that a state of empathy has been 

attained, though encouragement towards a reactionary output is a key desirable (Davis, 2006). 

Within the China context, empathy-based discussions with stakeholders may also be influenced 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Falk-Uebernickel/publication/312487801_Design_Thinking_as_Mindset_Process_and_Toolbox/links/5b37e5da4585150d23e9863b/Design-Thinking-as-Mindset-Process-and-Toolbox.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Falk-Uebernickel/publication/312487801_Design_Thinking_as_Mindset_Process_and_Toolbox/links/5b37e5da4585150d23e9863b/Design-Thinking-as-Mindset-Process-and-Toolbox.pdf
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/27180660/Ispim2012FinalVersion.low-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1631613329&Signature=gWvPMI~~FLOhdX1KnbpbSEm0h-44CY49APrYt~azwa2jHLDjYi303LvXHvFItj2p1RQ3PdAPZGXYOjLW481ZRR57UaS499YzAzTgtCDm5bqbIJV7x7JITIbBN0KHljbA5fv9vjAiadPKaXUc5Xo45YXjIArZL6vBAe9Ur3A625fw4XmXCAaRyrSAgGzEM9ocVRnvH-Fcry2N7ga22UtR4NGTQfOQWtE1PIQKOJ-C22vAxvkF2-ouNdGnhdjYJm26I7T~VsYR~H-tcaazTGnO2YosE9F3Owam-aqT7goNO-trp~BmEO~lswa1udGPPSFLZxvTEi39I8m2CPANeugQgA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-0-387-30715-2.pdf
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by power-distance barriers and an under-established ‘guanxi’ that restricts free flowing 

discourse. Ultimately however, design thinking prioritises action over an inaction that may 

otherwise arise from over-deliberating in the pursuit of perfection. Design thinking presumes 

failure, remains comfortable with ambiguity, and believes that challenges may be solved 

through pending action.  

 

Stage 2 - Defining 

Design thinking integrates live stakeholder engagement throughout the empathising 

and define stages, providing frequent opportunities for the interpretation of viewpoints and 

needs to be corrected and rebalanced (Luka, 2014). The aim of design thinking’s Define stage 

is to gain agreement regarding a succinct understanding of the core challenge scenario. 

Complete consensus between all stakeholders may not be possible, however generating 

authentic dialogue supports the determination of how challenges may be interpreted and 

barriers realised (Kohlrieser, 2007).  

Framing Definitions via use of ‘How might we…’ statements offer a valuable and 

succinct means of posing a challenge as a question to prompt a response. Storm (2021) 

highlights 4 characteristics of effective ‘How might we…’ statements as (i) being human 

centred, (ii) having a broad enough scope to facilitate creativity, yet narrow enough to be 

practical, (iii) being action orientated, and (iv) being assumption free. Where a point of view 

statement may be written as follows: 

[Stakeholder…(descriptive)] needs [need…(verb)] because [insight…(compelling reason)] 

An effective ‘how might we…’ may be written as:  

How might [we…(noun)] [state desired outcome…(verb)] to/for/because [insight…(compelling reason)]? 

doi:%2010.15503/jecs20142.63.74
http://contemporaryscienceassociation.net/article/view/1383
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Recognising that ‘How might we…’ statements encourage an orientation towards action, it is 

important for participating SMEs to avoid integrating ideas and recommendations at the Define 

stage. The SME is seeking to articulate the problem in a mutually agreed way that invites 

constructive consideration and thought, with this one clearly articulated problem serving as a 

solid foundation for subsequent ideation. 

 

Completing Stages 3-5 of the Design Thinking Cycle 

The remaining stages of design thinking are to be undertaken as illustrated in Figure 

1. There exist a plethora of approaches towards the stages of Ideating, Prototyping and Testing, 

with the final approach chosen by an SME being determined by a range of factors, such as 

familiarity with the model, time available, resources available, number of stakeholders 

participating in the process and scope of the challenge. Ultimately, the approach(es) taken 

would require group participation and collaboration to be representative of a design thinking 

mind-set. Furthermore, it is via embracing verbal and visual expression that the benefits of 

abductive and inventive reasoning arises (Tschimmel, 2012). Equally, Chinese SMEs new to 

design thinking may experience several challenges when attempting to complete this 

interactive cycle. Firstly, China’s rapid economic growth has transformed the country in recent 

decades. One of the noticeable areas of transformation is the education sector, where annual 

graduates have risen 487% from 1,036,000 students per year in 2001 to 6,082,000 students per 

year in 2011 (Goodman, 2014). The relevance of this is that much of the management force in 

China today has never received formal management training. This presents challenges when 

introducing a new framework such as design thinking. Not only may several stakeholders core 

to the process be unfamiliar with design thinking principles, but some may also have wider 

challenges with understanding and recognising the foundational benefits of having a 

framework in and of itself. Unfamiliarity creates increased risk of confusion and negative 

https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/27180660/Ispim2012FinalVersion.low-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1631613329&Signature=gWvPMI~~FLOhdX1KnbpbSEm0h-44CY49APrYt~azwa2jHLDjYi303LvXHvFItj2p1RQ3PdAPZGXYOjLW481ZRR57UaS499YzAzTgtCDm5bqbIJV7x7JITIbBN0KHljbA5fv9vjAiadPKaXUc5Xo45YXjIArZL6vBAe9Ur3A625fw4XmXCAaRyrSAgGzEM9ocVRnvH-Fcry2N7ga22UtR4NGTQfOQWtE1PIQKOJ-C22vAxvkF2-ouNdGnhdjYJm26I7T~VsYR~H-tcaazTGnO2YosE9F3Owam-aqT7goNO-trp~BmEO~lswa1udGPPSFLZxvTEi39I8m2CPANeugQgA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
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disruption infiltrating the process, thus facilitation from an experienced agent may be beneficial. 

Secondly, the Chinese education system and culture have traditionally emphasised technical 

skills over human-skills. Corporate trainers have experienced interactive activities with 

Chinese groups to varying degrees of success. Whereas younger groups are arguably more 

formally educated and comparatively open-minded towards alternative approaches towards 

learning, a significant population of mature management participants demonstrate a noticeable 

resistance towards such approaches. Resistance has been recognised to stem from a range of 

factors. Some are more negative in nature, such as the fear of revealing that they do not have 

the answers, the belief that artistic games are beneath them, or simply a fear of looking 

incompetent when trying something new. Other resistances may inadvertently stem from an 

effort to overcompensate for another issue. For example, some management members may 

adopt silence in effort not to overshadow or limit contribution from other team members who 

may otherwise exhibit a more agreeable attitude towards their boss’s opinions regardless of 

personal viewpoint. Additionally, management need to be willing to accept critical feedback 

without personalising it. For example, it is important to iterate that testing should not merely 

be a technical evaluation, considering whether or not a practical solution is proposed, but 

deeply integrate end user-experience and feedback into the discussion (Ge and Maisch, 2016). 

This process will likely generate conflicting feedback that highlights limitations in initial ideas, 

outcomes that authoritarian management styles may be less receptive towards.  

 

Discussion  

Within the context of Chinese SMEs gaining an increased self-awareness and playing 

an increasing role in the nations’ economy, calls for enabling improved engagement in 

sustainability are gaining traction (Min et al, 2021). When designed and positioned 

appropriately, application of design thinking tools may be suitably implemented to stimulate 

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/978-3-319-26100-3.pdf
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/18/5/2395
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engagement with sustainability in Chinese SMEs. Furthermore, critical exploration of issues 

around empathic dialogue with stakeholders may raise discussion around the generation of 

social capital that may in turn help SMEs achieve improved understanding of local cultural, 

societal and environmental challenges, as experienced by others (Soundaararajan, 

Sahasranamam, Khan & Jain, 2021). As exposure to and action on alternative stakeholder needs 

increases, there becomes improved opportunity for immersing sustainability principles into an 

SMEs’ evolving organisational culture. 

Given that design thinking places an onus on empathy, facilitating authentic dialogue 

is of particular interest throughout each stage of the process. Whilst recognising that Chinese 

SMEs are a heterogeneous group with varying sub-contexts (Jieqiong & Bell, 2007), there are 

observable cultural traits that separate how Chinese SMEs approach problem solving to that of 

Western SMEs. For example, these may range from increased challenges such as managing 

concerns related to transparently communicating with a wide array of stakeholders involving 

perceived exposure towards organisational limitations. Contrastingly, literature exploring 

entrepreneurship and innovation in mainland China highlights how Chinese culture may 

facilitate increased acceptance towards the idea that initiatives evolve with experience and time 

(Chu, Kara, Zhu & Gok, 2011) – which is aligned with underlying assumptions in design 

thinking as previously addressed.  

Several boundary conditions to a design thinking mind-set exist. First, as collective 

discussion across a wide range of stakeholders is involved, it may not be possible to guarantee 

complete agreement between the various actors. With diversity of interests, disagreements are 

likely to be commonplace (Randel & Jaussi, 2003). Equally, approaches with an iterative 

process offer improved opportunities for stakeholders to raise concerns and have their voice 

heard (Soundaararajan et al, 2021). Second, adopting a design-thinking mind-set to kickstart 

sustainability initiatives does not automatically translate into development of a rigorous 

https://abdn.pure.elsevier.com/en/publications/multinational-enterprises-and-the-governance-of-sustainability-pr
https://abdn.pure.elsevier.com/en/publications/multinational-enterprises-and-the-governance-of-sustainability-pr
https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S1464333207002718
https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2004-10352-007
https://abdn.pure.elsevier.com/en/publications/multinational-enterprises-and-the-governance-of-sustainability-pr
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framework for evaluating performance of said initiatives. Chinese SMEs employing a design 

thinking approach may require further support to implement the process, generate stakeholder 

feedback, strategize how to implement and expand on their initiatives, as well as measure 

output and firmly embed new practices into their own unique organisational culture. Third, the 

proposed process of developing sustainability initiatives through iteration and continuous 

improvement suggests that situational factors including the changing contexts of stakeholders, 

macro issues and societal concern may make defining the end point of the design thinking 

process difficult to determine. 

 

Conclusion 

Chinese SMEs are gaining increasing awareness towards the need for engaging with 

sustainability. Recognising that they represent a significant component of China’s business 

landscape, Chinese SMEs experience several factors inhibiting the adoption of sustainability 

that include the marginalisation of government policies that focus on larger firms, operating 

within an environment that emphasises rapid business growth over responsible leadership, and 

encountering systemic challenges via lack of resourcing and practical know-how. On the other 

hand, Beijing appears to be emphasising the role of SMEs within the economy and there is 

growing speculation with regards to regulation and policy reform within the SME space. 

Furthermore, Chinese culture exhibits a favourable willingness to change that facilitates an 

openness towards embarking on new ventures. Although lacking empirical data to comment on 

the effectiveness of the ideas offered, a design thinking mind-set rooted in empathic stakeholder 

dialogue conceptually supports SMEs to engage with the increasingly complex challenges that 

envelop China’s society, culture, economy, and environment and force all entities to innovate 

and adopt new ways of thinking. The proposition of innovative approaches that proactively 

include and respond to the various and ambiguous needs of stakeholders is therefore vital to 
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sustain responsible SME growth. 
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